Uniquely

Qualified
For more than 80 years, IAAO has provided

Professional

objective, insightful advice to assessment
jurisdictions around the world. Promoting

Consulting Services

innovation and excellence in property appraisal
and tax policy, IAAO will work with you to find
solutions to complex property tax problems.
No other individual or organization in the
industry has the history, longevity, level of

PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTING SERVICES
OF IAAO, LLC

Objective • Professional • Affordable

mass appraisal expertise, consulting expertise, A wholly owned subsidiary of IAAO
or level of trust that IAAO has earned with
members and clients to date. IAAO is able to
offer you specialized consulting and technical
advice on a broad range of assessment issues.
We will help you every step of the way with sound
advice and a detailed road map.
IAAO provides professional consulting
services only at the request of the
head of the agency involved. For further
information on the scope and cost of
such services, please contact
Larry Clark at 816-701-8130
(clark@iaao.org). All inquiries are
confidential and without obligation.

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES OF IAAO, LLC
314 W. 10th St., Kansas City, MO 64105
Phone: 800-616-IAAO (4226) • E-mail: techassist@iaao.org

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES OF IAAO, LLC

www.iaao.org

A wholly owned subsidiary of IAAO

Let IAAO’s expert professional assessment
consultants tackle your technical challenges.

Working in close harmony with you, IAAO staff members and
consultant teams will analyze all components of your most
pressing issues, and provide solid, supportable recommendations.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
TAX POLICY
Drafting assessment
legislation, defining
exemptions and
credits, evaluating
property tax burden

Assessment standards, ratio
studies, revaluation processes

MAPPING
Compliance with standards,
integration of digital mapping
technology programs

RECORD MAINTENANCE
Assessment and tax roll
development and management,
transition to a digital
environment, quality control

GENERAL ASSESSMENT
ADMINISTRATION
Personnel requirements,
systems, internal controls
and management procedures,
determining resource availability,
development of RFPs

PUBLIC EDUCATION
Outreach programs, satisfaction
surveys, streamlining of public
access to assessment data

provides assistance
in these areas:

RESOURCE ANALYSIS
Standards for selection, compensation,
training and certification, candidate
testing, examination development,
staffing levels and resources,
environmental contamination policies
valuation applications, best practices

REAPPRAISAL PROGRAM

APPRAISAL PROCESS
AND TECHNIQUES

Determination of need, method of
implementation, determining whether an
outside appraisal firm is required, remote
sensing technology and quality control
IAAO does not undertake the valuation portion
of a reassessment, mass appraisal or individual
appraisal or assessment project.
For those seeking help with an individual
appraisal project, IAAO may be able to provide
referrals. Please refer to our vendor directory at
www.iaao.org/vendors

Guidelines for real and personal
property valuation, evaluation of
manuals and cost schedules, mapping
requisites, data systems, assessment
cycle, integrating GIS and CAMA
systems, benchmarking

Professional
Consulting
Services

Working in close harmony with you, IAAO staff members and
consultant teams will analyze all components of your most
pressing issues, and provide solid, supportable recommendations.

Uniquely

P A project plan that
will dovetail with your
operational plans

Qualified

• What to Expect from •

P Continual progress reports
Access
the expertise
and experience you need to answer your
QUALITY
ASSURANCE
questions and solve your assessing-related problems. No one is
Assessment standards, ratio
better
qualified to provide consulting services to an assessor
studies, revaluation processes
than an entire team of experienced and qualified assessors.
Professional Consulting Services of IAAO, LLC provides professional consulting
worldwide, based on a deep and objective understanding of the assessment challenges
MAPPING
confronting property tax practitioners.

with standards,
Supporting jurisdictions with plansCompliance
for improving
integration
assessment practices and providing
project of digital mapping
technology programs
management, quality control and tax policy
consulting services, Professional Consulting
Services of IAAO, LLC helps build political
support for reforms that have been wellPUBLIC EDUCATION
implemented elsewhere, speeding the process
by assisting individuals with varied technical
Outreach programs, satisfaction
backgrounds speak with one another, share
surveys, streamlining of public
technical concepts, and develop a consensus
access to assessment data
through pooled expertise.
Because IAAO is a registered not-for-profit educational organization
dedicated to improving standards of assessment practices, fees for
services are carefully considered.

ssistance
RESOURCE ANALYSIS
areas:
With IAAO Professional Consulting, you will receive:

Standards for selection, compensation,
• Affordable solutions to complex property tax problems
training and certification, candidate
• Professional and sound advice with a detailedtesting,
road map
examination development,
staffing
• Technical advice on a broad range of assessment
issues levels and resources,
environmental contamination policies
Your problem will be addressed by a team of valuation
IAAO staffapplications,
and consultants
have
best who
practices
been selected on the basis of their education, experience, contributions to the field and
actual accomplishments. Our team is dedicated to providing solutions as quickly and
efficiently as possible while maintaining
the highest
professional standards.
APPRAISAL
PROCESS

valuation portion
aisal or individual
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AND TECHNIQUES

Guidelines for real and personal

valuation, evaluation
The analysis andproperty
recommendations
that resultoffrom an IAAO audit can
and cost
schedules,
mapping
be invaluable manuals
to any Chief
Appraiser
and can
be used as a road map to
requisites, data systems, assessment
improving the office…the
report
and
recommendations
definitely give
cycle, integrating GIS and CAMA
you a clear idea of exactly
what
needs to be addressed and where your
systems,
benchmarking
office stands as far as the industry is concerned. I have used the IAAO
throughout my career for their professional opinion and I will continue
to use them.
—Richie McKeithen, Chief Assessment Officer
City of Philadelphia, PA

For more than 80 years, IAAO has provided

Professional P A guarantee the project
jurisdictions
around the world. Promotingstandards
Consulting
innovation and excellence in property appraisal
P The services requested will
Services
and tax
policy, IAAO will work with you to find
be the services delivered
objective, insightful advice to assessment
will meet or exceed IAAO

solutions to complex property tax problems.

PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTING SERVICES
Carrying
out a revaluation
over 700,000
residential parcels in one
industry has
the history,
longevity,oflevel
of
OF IAAO, LLC
No other individual or organization in the

appraisal in Northern Ireland on a new basis and after a gap of 30 years

mass appraisal
expertise,
consulting
expertise,
A wholly
ownedAgency.
subsidiary of IAAO
was certainly
a challenge
for the
Government’s
Valuation
international
working
relationships
with IAAO were built up
or level of Strong
trust that
IAAO has
earned
with

over a period of ten years culminating in the commissioning of IAAO
members and
clients to date. IAAO is able to
Professional Consulting. The professional input of IAAO expertise to

offer you specialized
consulting
and
technical
the training of
staff and the
leading
technical advice at all levels to the
instrumental
in the recognized
advice on aproject
broadwas
range
of assessment
issues. achievement of this major
revaluation exercise.”

We will help you every step of the way with sound

—Alan Bronte FRICS, IRRV(Hons), IAAO Rep,

advice and a detailed road map.
Commissioner of Valuation for Northern Ireland
IAAO provides professional consulting

Past Clients Include...

services only at the request of the

head of the agency involved. For further
information on the scope and cost of
Missouri State

such
services, please contact
Tax Commission

Iceland

Santa
Fe, NewColatruglio
Mexico
Charley
at 204-219-5228
Canada
Travis County
(colatruglio@iaao.org).
All inquiries
Appraisal District,
Texas
are confidential and without obligation.
Dallas Central
Appraisal District,
Texas

United States
Northern
Ireland

Municipal Property Assessment Corp.,

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES OFOntario,
IAAO,
LLC
Canada

Department of Municipal Affairs,
314 W. 10th St., Kansas City, MO 64105
Nova Scotia
Phone: 800-616-IAAO (4226) • E-mail: techassist@iaao.org

County of Hawaii

Albemarle County, Virginia

Office of Property Assessments,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
www.iaao.org

State of West Virginia

State of Georgia

Reykjavik, Iceland

Land and Property Services,
Northern Ireland

